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Informative
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Polar report
What does this photo make you think of? Does it make you think about the animal?  
The place? An environmental issue? Or something else? Imagine this photo is included  
in an information report.

1. Write the subject of the 
information report.

2. Make a list of main ideas 
about this subject.

You could use this list to write 
an information report about the 
subject. 

• Information  
 report

• Brainstorming
• Ideas and   
 details 4

Building block



Persuasive
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Think about astronauts living on a space station. What kinds of products might they need?

1. Choose or invent a product 
that you think astronauts need. 

2. Write why astronauts need it 
and how it could help them.

3. Draw a picture of the product 
being used on a space station.

You could use all this information 
to create an advertisement for 
the product. 

Space station

• Multimodal
• Persuasion
• Advertising

• Ideas and   
 details
• Organisation 12

Framework
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Helping hand
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When you have finished writing an argument, read through it. Think about how you could 
make your writing even better.

● Are your arguments in a logical order? Should you move anything around?

● Have you given evidence for each of your arguments? Should you add more evidence?

● Have you used forceful and emotional language? Can you think of any stronger words 
to use? For example, ‘it’s wrong’, ‘it’s terrible’ or ‘it’s amazing’.
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Revising an argument

• Argument

Revising



Imaginative
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Imagine what this fish is thinking. What kind of personality does it have? What does it 
want? What might happen to it next?

1. Write a story about this 
character.  

2. Tell what happens to the fish 
and who it meets.

Life in a fishbowl

• Narrative • Character
• Setting 
• Plot 30
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